Introduction
============

Trophic interactions among species are thought to be a critical regulatory mechanism affecting species fitness and community composition ([@plx015-B62]; [@plx015-B73]). These interactions can take many forms, the most familiar of which include predator-prey ([@plx015-B52]), host--pathogen ([@plx015-B33]) and plant--herbivore ([@plx015-B18]). These interactions appear to be part of a broader cascade of interaction effects, all with significant impacts on individual species and the communities they inhabit ([@plx015-B19]). While invertebrate herbivory has been widely studied and implicated in structuring plant communities ([@plx015-B40]; [@plx015-B55]; [@plx015-B57]), large herbivores can also shift plant community composition in both forests ([@plx015-B30]) and grasslands ([@plx015-B3]), although their role is less well understood. Improved quantification of ungulate diet will greatly contribute to our understanding of how foraging behaviour sustains or degrades natural communities, and importantly, how the removal of species from communities through extinction and extirpation may have a cascading effect on natural communities.

Increasingly, molecular genetic tools to quantify trophic interactions have been explored from a technical perspective ([@plx015-B34]; [@plx015-B28]). These studies follow the pathway of metagenomic analyses first pioneered in environmental and human microbiome studies of bacteria ([@plx015-B48]; [@plx015-B35]), using PCR amplicon data from DNA samples containing a mixture of species, and large reference databases for those genes, notably 16S in microbial communities ([@plx015-B6]; [@plx015-B76]; [@plx015-B80]). In animal studies the CO1 gene, the official DNA barcode in animals, has been utilized ([@plx015-B21]; [@plx015-B50]), while in herbivores, different markers have been used ([@plx015-B67]; [@plx015-B31]). Several program packages have been developed to help streamline the process of taxonomic identification of the sequences in mixed samples (such as fecal samples containing plant DNA), notably Qiime ([@plx015-B12]). Most studies in eukaryotes have focused on accurately measuring diversity ([@plx015-B51]; [@plx015-B32]) and have begun to quantify interactions between species ([@plx015-B61]). There have been comparatively fewer studies that directly engage in hypothesis testing ([@plx015-B202]; [@plx015-B43]; [@plx015-B77]), compared to bacterial metagenomics ([@plx015-B8]; [@plx015-B79]). But numerous reviews have highlighted the utility of these methods in ecology ([@plx015-B82]; [@plx015-B9]; [@plx015-B14]), and increasing numbers of reports implementing metagenomic methods are being published.

Studies that use metagenomics to diagnose interactions between different trophic levels in natural communities are rare (e.g. [@plx015-B43]; [@plx015-B61]; [@plx015-B77]), particularly compared to the widespread use of metagenomics to quantify organismal diversity in an array of environments ([@plx015-B78]). Nonetheless, using metagenomics in trophic interactions has been well reviewed ([@plx015-B82]; [@plx015-B9]; [@plx015-B14]). Most metagenomic studies of inter-trophic interactions have focused on predator diets, (e.g. [@plx015-B21]; [@plx015-B22]; [@plx015-B9]; [@plx015-B50], 2015), with few focusing on herbivore diet ([@plx015-B77]; [@plx015-B43]). Yet the power that metagenomics offers in revealing the strength of trophic interactions suggests that this will become an increasingly common tool, particularly for quantifying animal diet when the animals' feeding behaviour is not directly observable. Deducing herbivore diet is relatively simple, as the DNA of the herbivore itself will not confound the bioinformatic analysis of the plants they consume. This is in contrast to carnivore diets where the DNA of the carnivore may be PCR amplified along with the diet of its prey ([@plx015-B50]). Yet metagenomic studies investigating trophic interactions among herbivores and their plant community have also been rare, especially relative to the role that herbivory plays in shaping natural plant communities ([@plx015-B16], [@plx015-B15]; [@plx015-B56]; [@plx015-B37]; [@plx015-B30]).

Historically, observations of herbivore diet have largely taken three forms: direct observation ([@plx015-B36]), exclusion experiments ([@plx015-B11]; [@plx015-B63]) and micro-histological analysis of animal scats ([@plx015-B1]; [@plx015-B45]). All of these methods have various limitations, but the use of genetics to deduce animal diet from feces was challenging because the traditional sequencing technology could only deduce one species at a time with accuracy, thereby being limited to use only with highly specialized herbivores ([@plx015-B31]). However, for generalist herbivores with broad diets, the recent advances in massively parallel Next-Generation Sequencing methods enables us to simultaneously sequence DNA from all plant species in a mixture ([@plx015-B77]).

In the forests of North America, exotic insects and plants have caused significant ecosystem alteration and a body of theory has developed around the mechanisms by which some exotic species become invasive ([@plx015-B72]). There are multiple hypotheses for invasive species success that rely on preferential consumption of native plant species. For example, the enemy-release hypothesis ([@plx015-B44]) proposes that native species have the full complement of natural enemies (herbivores), but invasive species do not; likewise the novel defense hypothesis postulates exotic plants offer novel, and therefore more effective, plant defenses against herbivores ([@plx015-B26]; [@plx015-B54]). Deer are known to feed selectively on forest plants ([@plx015-B71]), but direct observation of deer behaviour is difficult and recent experiments have instead used a common garden approach to determine preference ([@plx015-B4]). But such experiments have limited scope due to the small number of plants that can be compared relative to the natural diet breadth of most herbivores. Effective means to deduce the diet of deer in wild populations would be critical to understanding their impact on invasive plants.

White-tailed deer (*Odocoileus virginianus*) are a widespread and often important herbivore in eastern deciduous forests of North America ([@plx015-B56]). Throughout most of eastern North America, present densities of deer exceed historical levels ([@plx015-B59]). These high densities have been implicated in changing the composition of herbaceous and woody plant communities in many forest ecosystems ([@plx015-B84]), shifting the chemical composition of soils and successional pathways ([@plx015-B65]), and facilitating the invasion of exotic plant species ([@plx015-B74]). However, although the abundance of deer has corresponded with increased rates of invasive plant abundance, the mechanisms behind this relationship remain uncertain ([@plx015-B4]). Using metagenomics to help determine the forage species and their relative frequency in wild populations is of major economic and conservation consequence.

The availability of reference sequence data for plants may be one limitation that prevents the more widespread application of metagenomics to the study of herbivore diets. The Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute (SCBI) is the site of one of the few natural habitats where most plants within a study area have been sequenced to obtain a genetic fingerprint through DNA barcoding ([@plx015-B82]; [@plx015-B27]). In this study, we use a metagenomic approach of applying a PCR-based mini-barcode marker in conjunction with the analysis package Qiime ([@plx015-B12]) to address several questions affecting the diagnosis of animal diets in natural environments, namely: (i) what is the efficacy of using DNA recovered from fecal samples to produce PCR products that can distinguish plant species?; (ii) Do repeat samples of the same fecal pile indicate caution is needed when sampling fecal DNA for diet information?; (iii) Can a single locus *rbc*L barcode distinguish species in a reference DNA library and be used to accurately assign fecal DNA to tree, shrub and herb species? and (iv) can observational and relative abundance data from the number of operational taxonomic units (OTUs) and barcoding be used to infer herbivore diet selection for or against invasive plants?

Methods
=======

Study organisms and study site
------------------------------

This study focused on the diet of white-tailed deer (*Odocoileus virginianus*) at the SCBI in Front Royal, VA, adjacent to the northern end of Shenandoah National Park. Within SCBI our sampling focused around a 26 ha Large Forest Dynamics Plot (LFDP) because the vascular plant flora was exhaustively sampled and genotyped at the accepted DNA barcode loci ([@plx015-B13]). Those DNA barcode reference plant sequences were deposited in GenBank, and are available under accessions: KP642769--KP644136. Vouchers for each plant included in the reference set are stored at the National Museum of Natural History's herbarium. We list plant species as native, introduced and invasive. The terminology of exotic plants in problematic ([@plx015-B69]; [@plx015-B83]; [@plx015-B66]). We differentiate between two types of exotic plants; introduced species that persist within native plant communities, and invasive species that are undergoing rapid spread in range and habitat associations, and tend to rapidly increase in numbers once established. We referenced the USDA to identify introduced species (USDA, NRCS [@plx015-B81]) and the state of Virginia to identify those introduced species that are considered invasive in our region (VA Dept. Cons. and Rec. 2015). When plants were only identified to genus and the genus contained a mixture introduced and native species we designated the genus according to the most abundant species. For example, the genus *Agrotis*, *Festuca* and *Poa* were considered introduced and genus *Acer* was considered native.

Sampling of the vascular plant flora was accomplished by collecting leaf material and voucher specimens for all woody vascular plant species \>1 cm DBH, vines, and herbs present on the LFDP to produce a complete DNA barcode library for this representative mature secondary forest. This was achieved with a three-pronged survey approach, encompassing a subset of 330 one m^2^ woody seedling plots in place on the LFDP for systematic sampling, intensive collection within a 4-ha long-term deer exclosure located within the LFDP, and walking searches for unrecorded species conducted across the LFDP. Whenever possible, at least three individuals of a given species were sampled for leaf tissue, collected and subsequently genotyped at the four sequence regions of *rbc*L, *mat*K, *trn*H*-psb*A and ITS ([@plx015-B47]). The DNA barcodes from these collections were combined with the previously generated barcodes from 66 species of woody plants, vines and herbs collected previously on the LFDP, as well as the 62 species of woody trees and shrubs sampled during the initial plot census ([@plx015-B10], [@plx015-B27]).

The deer diet, as estimated from the fecal samples, was compared to the relative abundance of plants within the study area. In June/July 2009, we sampled 160 plots within the study area to estimate species richness and relative abundance for the site. We selected 40 random points within the mature forest and arrayed four 1 × 1 m plots around each selected point. At each plot we identified all woody and herbaceous stems (up to 2 m height) to species and recorded abundances for all species (number of individuals for woody and forb species, and percent cover for graminoids and ferns). For this paper, we used the presence of species in each 1 × 1 m plot to calculate the proportion of plots containing the species and thereby the relative abundance of each species detected.

Fecal sampling and DNA isolation
--------------------------------

Twelve deer fecal samples were collected in the field on October 10--15, 2014 and collections were within forested areas within 200 m of the LFDP. Samples were only collected from obviously 'fresh' fecal piles, as evidenced by no degradation of pellet form and all pellets moist on the surface. The pellets were handled with sterile gloves and ∼10 g were placed in a marked ziplock bag and homogenized within the bag. The steps by which these samples were processed is outlined in [Fig. 1](#plx015-F1){ref-type="fig"}. Upon returning to lab, three samples, ∼0.1 g each of fecal material, were then subsampled from each bag and placed into 2 mL polystyrene tubes with screw caps and O-ring seals to prevent leakage and contamination, resulting in 36 total samples. Each collected sample was mixed with 800 µL of Zymo Xpedition™ Lysis/Stabilization Solution, then thoroughly mixed by vortexing with the Lysis buffer on a laboratory mixer to ensure complete suspension of the buffer and sample. Following mixing, samples were frozen and stored at −20 °C in Front Royal, Virginia until DNA isolation in the laboratory. Figure 1Flow chart of procedures for collecting, extracting and quantifying DNA used to identify deer forage species and deer identification for 12 samples. (1) Samples were collected within a 1 km^2^ at Smithsonian's Conservation Biology in Front Royal, VA in October 2014. (2) The DNA extraction was conducted using Zymo Fecal DNA Mini-prep Kit. (3a) Known microsatellite markers were used verify each of the 12 samples were from separate individuals. (3b) In parallel to the PCR based mini-barcode approach, WGS data was generated and analysed using five whole chloroplast sequences in CLC Bio. (3c) PCR was conducted using primers designed for mini-Barcode *rbc*l region. (4a) Sequencing of amplicons was performed on an Illumina MiSeq V2. (4b) Voucher DNA Barcode samples from plant species collected in region were obtained from GenBank. (5) Data quality control was performed in CLC Bio Genomics Workbench (ver. 7.4) while bioinformatics analysis, where sequences were assigned taxonomic identity, were performed using Qiime. (6) Primary statistics contrasting animal diet included PERMANOVA and ANOSIM which utilized OTU tables from Qiime analysis.

DNA isolation was conducted in the Laboratories for Analytical Biology at the Smithsonian Institution (LAB-SI). Frozen samples were transferred to LAB-SI and kept at −20 °C. For DNA extraction, the samples were thawed and then processed utilizing the Zymo ZR Fecal DNA MiniPrep kit to recover and purify DNA. After thawing, the 36 samples were immediately centrifuged at maximum speed (14 000 rpm) in a mini-centrifuge for 5 min, after which 400 µL of supernatant was used for downstream DNA isolation. Use of the kit involved separating solids from the lysis buffer, binding of the DNA to silica in a spin column and elution in 100 µL of 10 mM Tris-1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) buffer. The eluted DNA was quantified to ensure its capture, and then stored at −20 °C until used in PCR. We employed a negative control, composed of sterile water, that was processed in parallel to the 12 fecal samples. The supernatant for the negative control was then used in both the PCR and WGS sequencing (see below).

To ensure that each of fecal samples were derived from different individuals, we used two microsatellites developed for genetic fingerprinting of white-tailed deer ([@plx015-B2]), using markers denoted as N and Q. PCR amplification using the DNA recovered from fecal samples was conducted for all 36 DNA samples following [@plx015-B2] and the different size alleles for each animal were resolved using an Agilent TapeStation with high sensitivity tapes.

PCR
===

A mini-barcode approach was chosen for PCR amplification of plant DNA recovered from the 36 fecal samples. The mini-barcodes were derived from the standard *rbc*L plant DNA barcode region using the accepted reverse primer from standard DNA barcodes and a forward primer built following multiple sequence alignment of over 500 *rbc*L sequences derived from 30 separate orders (including the Polypodiales, Pinales and the remainder from the most speciose clades of Magnoliophyta), and identification of a sub-region with no mismatches in the critical first five bases of the 3′ end for the set of 500 sequences used in our design. While this analysis did not explicitly quantify potential primer bias, which is possible, sequence alignment and *in-silico* testing using complete chloroplast genomes for species from Asteraceae, Fagales, Malpighiales and Poaceae suggested limited primer mismatch. The new forward locus specific primer sequence we used was: 5′-CTTACCAGYC TTGATC GTT AC AA A GG-3′, and the reverse primer sequence which is the reverse primer for the official *rbc*L DNA barcode region is 5′-GTAAAATCAAGTCCACCRCG-3′ ([@plx015-B46]), which is the accepted and widely implemented standard primer used in *rbc*L plant barcoding ([@plx015-B13]). The amplicon size from this primer pair is a constant 379 base pairs across our alignment of the 500 *rbc*L sequences. Primers were synthesized as fusion primers with the Illumina Nextera adaptors at the 5′ end, following the 16S Metagenomic Protocol, as Forward fusion primer: 5′-TCGTCGGCA GCGTCA GATGT GTA TAAGAGACAG‐\[locus specific sequence\], and Reverse fusion primer: 5′-GTCTCGTGGGC TCGGAGATGTGTA TAAGAG A C AG‐\[locus specific sequence\].

Extracted DNA was used for conducting PCR to amplify *rbc*L minibarcode. All DNA samples were subjected to identical PCR conditions. The reaction cocktail consisted of 12.5 µL of 2× EmeraldAmp MAX PCR Master Mix, 0.1 µL each of 100 µM forward and reverse primer, 1 µL of DNA and 11.3 µL of ultrapure water. Thermocycling was conducted in a ABI 2720 with the program: 1 cycle of 95 °C 4 min; 35 cycles of: 94 °C for 20 s, 55 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for 1 min; 1 final extension of 72 °C for 5 min; and a hold at 9 °C until the reaction was removed. Each DNA sample had its PCR reaction repeated once, and the two reactions were pooled in equal concentration as measured using a Qubit fluorometer prior to PCR cleanup. The negative control was used in this protocol to test for how laboratory processing affected results.

The Next Generation Sequencing library for the 36 fecal pellet PCR samples followed the Illumina 16S protocol (see [@plx015-B203]). Amplicons from the *rbc*L PCR were verified through gel electrophoresis on an Agilent TapeStation, then purified with Ampure beads (0.8× volume of beads to PCR volume) and washed with 80 % Ethanol twice. DNA was eluted from beads by mixing 52.5 µL of 10 mM Tris (pH 8.5) buffer with the beads, and recovering 50 µL of clean DNA solution following separation of the beads with a magnet. Clean up was performed in a 96 well plate using a magnet plate from Ambion. The cleaned PCR product was then used in a second PCR, which added a unique combination of Nextera XT indexes (Illumina catalog number FC-131-1002) for each of the 36 samples. For each index PCR amplification we used: 5 µL of cleaned PCR product, 5 µL each of the Nextera XT index primers (S5XX and N7XX, respectively), 25 µL of 2× EmeraldAmp MAX PCR Master Mix and 10 µL of H~2~O. Each reaction conducted on an ABI 2720 using the program: one cycle of 95 °C 3 min; 8 cycles of: 95 °C 30 s, 55 °C 30 s, 72 °C 30 s; 1 final extension of: 72 °C 5 min; followed by a hold at 9 °C until the reaction was removed. The index PCR was cleaned using a 1.12× volume of Ampure beads (56 µL of Ampure beads mixed with 50 µL PCR), and washed twice with 80 % Ethanol while on a magnet stand. Clean index PCR was eluted from beads using 27.5 µL of 10 mM Tris (pH 8.5) buffer, with 25 µL of solution recovered.

Each cleaned index PCR was quantified using fluorometric assay with a Qubit 3.0 system, using 3 µL of DNA in each measurement. Products were pooled in equal molar concentrations to a final 40 mM solution containing all 36 samples.

Evaluation of *rbc*Lmini-barcode locus
--------------------------------------

To evaluate the ability of the *rbc*L-mini-barcode locus used to correctly identify plant species from specimens collected at SCBI, we tested different fractions of the standard *rbc*L barcode locus relative to the mini-barcode. This involved alignment of all *rbc*L reference sequences for SCBI (*n* = 234), including at least two individuals per species. That alignment was then trimmed to different lengths: 100, 200, 300 and 400 bp. We used a sliding window that was used to extract 100 bp segments from along the length of the reference DNA barcode that is 540 bp in length. The sliding window was in 20 bp increments, such that there were 23 different 100 bp segments, 18 different 300 bp segments, eight different 400 bp segments and three different 500 bp segments. Each of these segments, which represented a sampling of the aligned reference database, was used in the SpeciesIdentifier module in TaxonDNA v1.8 ([@plx015-B60]) to quantify rates of identification to different taxonomic levels. For each sequence segment tested, we recorded the rate of correct identification to species, genus and family level. The average value for identification to each of the three taxonomic levels was then plotted ([Fig. 2](#plx015-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The values for species level identification for the mini-barcode and for the full length DNA barcode were determined using TaxonDNA and plotted with the results for the sliding window of difference size selections. Figure 2The rate of correct identification for increasingly larger portions of the *rbc*L-mini-barcode as applied to the reference sequence data from the SCBI plant community. The rate of correct identification for a given size range of *rbc*L is plotted on *Y*-axis, size of the tested size range of *rbc*L is plotted on *X*-axis. A 20 bp sliding window was applied to the 540 bp *rbc*L reference sequences and used to test how well increasingly larger fragments of *rbc*L distinguish at different taxonomic levels (family, genus, species). The points represent the average and standard deviation of the rate of identification for each size range tested. Also plotted are the rates of species identification for the *rbc*L-mini-Barcode used in this study, and for the full length *rbc*L DNA barcode that is recognized by CBOL.

Sequencing and post-sequence processing
---------------------------------------

The 40 mM sample of pooled, indexed PCR was diluted to 4 pM and sequenced using an Illumina MiSeq with a 500 bp V2 kit with 251 cycles. Sequences produced on the MiSeq had adaptor and index sequences trimmed on the instrument by bcl2fastq Conversion Software (v1.8.4; <http://support.illumina.com>), with each of the 36 fecal DNA samples resulting in separate forward and reverse sequences. For each of the 36 fecal DNA samples, the software package CLC Genomics Workbench (ver. 7.4) was used to trim sequences, remove locus specific PCR primer sequences and merge the forward and reverse strands. All sequences were quality filtered and trimmed before merging into contigs. The software was used to remove all sequences containing ambiguous bases, and trimmed all sequences at both ends using quality scores to a 0.03 limit (equivalent to a *Q* value of 30), with further detail on the trimming algorithm found here ([http://resources.qiagenbioinformatics.com/manuals/clcgenomicsworkbench/801/index.php?manual = Quality_trimming.html](http://resources.qiagenbioinformatics.com/manuals/clcgenomicsworkbench/801/index.php?manual=Quality_trimming.html)). Only sequences that could be merged were used in subsequent analyses, and we used the following parameters within CLC Bio Genomics Workbench (ver. 7.4): mismatch cost  =  2, Gap cost = 4, Max unaligned  =  0 Minimum score  =  0; again for more description of the implementation of the parameters see: [http://resources.qiagenbioinformatics.com/manuals/clcgenomicsworkben  ch/801/index.php?manual = Merge_overlapping_pairs.html](http://resources.qiagenbioinformatics.com/manuals/clcgenomicsworkbench/801/index.php?manual=Merge_overlapping_pairs.html). For each of the 36 samples, we used CLC Bio Genomics Workbench (ver. 7.4) to randomly select 100 000 merged sequences for use in downstream analysis. The 100 000 randomly selected sequences were then exported in FASTA format for downstream use in assignment of plant identity.

Metagenomic analysis of fecal plant DNA
---------------------------------------

We define an OTU as a DNA sequence cluster that corresponds to a taxonomic group, either Family, Genus or Species ([@plx015-B7]). Whether an OTU can be assigned to a specific taxonomic level depends on the resolution of the mini-barcode sequence. We assigned species identifications to the OTU extracted from the fecal DNA using Qiime ([@plx015-B12]) in combination with the reference sequences for the LFDP to identify the species of plants consumed by the white-tailed deer. We followed the 454 SOP (see: <http://qiime.org/tutorials/tutorial.html>), which involved removal of chimera and OTU picking, assignment of taxonomy for each OTU based on the reference database and output of a BIOM table that contained all taxonomic and abundance data. The BIOM table was converted using assign_taxonomy.py, to list the taxonomy of identified OTU and the number of sequences that were in each OTU. We implemented the closed reference OTU algorithm, focusing only on assignment to the plant species found in our reference library for SCBI through the "*pick_closed_reference_otus.py*" option in Qiime. We used uclust as the cluster algorithm for generating OTU at a 97 % similarity threshold. The reference sequences were only for the *rbc*L gene, and were trimmed to the same constant 379 bp corresponding to our mini-barcode and pared such that only a single sequence representing each species was in the database. The second step after OTU clustering was selecting a single representative sequence from each OTU to be used in assignment of taxonomy to each OTU. For assignment of the representative sequences to sequences in the reference database, we also used uclust at a 97 % identity threshold. Following assignment of taxonomy to each OTU, we then output a JSON Biom table containing the taxonomic assignments of each OTU observed along with counts for the number of sequences found in each OTU summarized for each of the 36 samples. The Biom table was subsequently converted to a tab delimited table with individual counts of the plants observed in each sample. We summarized values for each of the 12 individual deer, **see Supporting Information---Table S1**, and this table was used to construct [Fig. 3](#plx015-F3){ref-type="fig"}, a stacked bar-plot of the plant species observed for each of the 12 individual deer where the three replicates per deer were averaged. In **Supporting Information---Table S1**, each of the 12 samples were further summarized by including only species that were present at \>1 % representation within that sample. Figures were made in either excel ([Fig. 4](#plx015-F4){ref-type="fig"}) or the R package using ggplot. Figure 3Stacked bar-graph showing the frequency of different plant species found in each of the 12 deer individuals. Only the 15 most common species, which comprise more than 95 % of all diversity are graphed. For each of the 12 individual deer, the three sub-replicates were collapsed into a single value by averaging counts of the plants observed. Exotic species are identified with an asterisk.Figure 4Relative occurrence of plant species in 12 fecal samples and in 160 1 × 1 m vegetation plots in the same region. The dashed line indicates the equal detection of plants in both samples. Points above the line indicate higher occurrence in the fecal samples than the plant community and points below the line indicate lower occurrence in the samples than would be predicted from the plant community samples. Those points representing invasive exotic species are identified to genus. The figure is derived from values presented in **Supporting Information---Table S2.**

After construction of the Biom table, we then aligned the reference *rbc*L sequences to make a phylogenetic tree that could be used to estimate the relative genetic alpha and beta diversity among samples. Alignment of reference sequences was conducted using the alignment program MUSCLE ([@plx015-B25]). The aligned sequences were then applied to build a phylogeny of the sequences with FastTree ([@plx015-B68]). This molecular phylogeny can be used to describe the diversity of plants eaten in each sample, such that we can quantify the diversity of all plants found within and between fecal samples (see [@plx015-B27] for discussion of use of *rbc*L barcode phylogeny for quantifying community phylogenetic diversity). While a molecular phylogeny for a wide diversity of angiosperms using only a mini-barcode is imperfect, the rbcL locus is one of the most informative loci in reconstructing phylogenetic relationships among plant groups ([@plx015-B27]). Beta diversity, defined as genetic distance among the 36 samples, was calculated in Qiime using the "Beta_diversity.py" algorithm, which used the Biom table and the phylogenetic tree of reference samples to estimate a matrix of the phylogenetic distance among of each of the 36 samples using weighted UniFrac distance estimation ([@plx015-B53]).

Whole genome sequencing
-----------------------

Because a number of published studies have suggested that PCR bias can lead to skewed estimates of community composition in microbes (e.g. [@plx015-B201]), we submitted the one replicate from each of the 12 deer in addition to a negative control, for whole genomic shotgun (WGS) sequencing, using the TruSeq kit from Illumina. For each of the 12 samples, 300 ng of DNA was sheared using Covaris shearing matrices and the size selected to include a range of 300--600 bp fragments using Ampure beads. We used a 0.8× volume of Ampure beads to remove larger fragments, and a second selection using 1.8× volume of Ampure beads to remove smaller fragments. Libraries were prepared using the TruSeq kit and the resulting DNA was sequenced using a MiSeq and a V2 500 bp kit. Analysis of the shotgun data followed the same quality filtering as above using CLC Bio Genomics Workbench (ver. 7.4), but reads were not merged and the forward and reverse sequences were kept separate. We then identified five complete chloroplast genomes that corresponded to species (only genus in the case of *Quercus*) observed in the PCR based assays (see above) which included (species and GenBank accession: *Quercus aliena* NC_026790.1, *Lonicera japonica* NC_026839.1, *Elaeagnus macrophylla* NC_028066.1, *Festuca arundinacea* NC_011713.2 and *Vitis aestivalis* NC_029454.1). We then used CLC Bio Genomics Workbench (ver. 7.4) to map the reads from each of the 12 WGS sequence sets back to each of the 5 complete chloroplasts using reference mapping algorithm. This allowed us to quantify if sequence data from WGS contained any information from the chloroplast that would allow us to identify the diet of the animals---with the expectation that sequence data from WGS would not suffer any of the problems that arise from PCR bias when it comes to identifying how much of each species the animals consume.

Native versus exotic species consumption
----------------------------------------

We analysed the diet selection of deer in three ways. First, we compared the relative abundance of plant species observed in the diet to the relative plant abundance as detected in an understory plant survey of the study area. For comparison between environmental samples and fecal DNA we combined species from the same genus when there was uncertainty in species identification at the seedling stage (e.g. *Lonicera, Acer, Rubus*).

Second, we constructed a bipartite graph using the OTU table from Qiime, and implemented the bipartite package in R ([@plx015-B24]). To improve legibility of the graph, only the 25 most abundant plant species observed in deer diet were included in the bipartite analysis (these 25 species accounted for more than 95 % of all observations). For the 12 deer, each of the three replicates were averaged, so the graph contained 12 deer mapped to 25 plant species ([Fig. 5](#plx015-F5){ref-type="fig"}). The bipartite graph visually represents the symmetry, or lack thereof, in diet choice for each of the 12 individual deer. We also used the null.t.test option within the Bipartite software package to compare the symmetry of connections within our network to that of a randomly distributed network with the same number of observations using *n* = 25. Figure 5A bipartite graph showing the foraging network for 12 individuals of deer. Only the 25 most common plant samples (which capture more than 95 % of the observations) are mapped. Native and exotic species are indicated by green and black colours, respectively. The graph is quantitative with the width of the bar connecting deer to plants corresponding to the relative proportion of that plant found in each deer's diet. Invasive exotic species are identified with an asterisk.

A third analysis was to construct a nonmetric MDS graph, using the multidimensional scaling function in the R "stats" package. The nMDS graph provides a visual representation of the similarity in diet of the 12 deer individuals, and shows how the three replicates per individual may group together. The distance table produced through the Beta_diversity.py analysis was used as input for the R package. We further included a random sample in the nMDS graph. The random sample was generated by partitioning the 100 000 OTU observations evenly among the 139 different plants that were observed in the diet of the 12 deer. Thus for the random sample, each of the plants in the matrix was assigned 719 counts, as if an individual deer ate every available plant at an equal rate. To evaluate whether sample origin significantly influenced total community composition, we employed non-parametric PERMANOVA, analysis of similarity (ANOSIM), and distance based redundancy analysis modules available in Qiime (using the Vegan R package), with 1000 permutations for each test. In this way, we contrasted within versus between variance in diet composition for the 12 deer and their sub-replicates.

Results
=======

DNA isolation and PCR and sequencing
------------------------------------

Use of the ZR *Fecal* DNA MiniPrep™ provided high DNA yield and successful PCR amplification with the *rbc*L-mini-barcode. The DNA concentration of samples ranged from 30 to 60 ng/µL and PCR using the *rbc*L-mini-barcode was successful for all 36 samples using Illumina fusion tagged primers. The number of sequences obtained for each sample ranged from 105 271 to 582 045, from which 100 000 sequences per sample were sampled for use in OTU assessment following [@plx015-B87].

The two microsatellite markers, developed by [@plx015-B2], were applied to each sample and no two of the 12 deer shared the exact same genotype, and thus each of the 12 individuals were unique.

DNA mini-barcode performance
----------------------------

The mini-barcode based on the *rbc*L gene was highly effective, both in PCR success, and in resolving species identity in the LFDP \[see **Supporting Information---Table S1**\]. The rates of correct identification for species, genera and families ([Fig. 2](#plx015-F2){ref-type="fig"}) demonstrates that although the mini-barcode marker was nearly 30 % smaller than the full length, official DNA barcode for *rbc*L, it captured 90 % of the identification power of the full length DNA barcode. The full length DNA barcode was able to distinguish among species 82 % of the time in the LFDP, whereas the mini-barcode correctly assigned identity 72 % of the time on the same set of species. The identification rate is a function of the database used, and we recognize that the 82 % identification rate is for species in our SCBI reference library and does not reflect identification rates for all plants. The 72 % identification rate reflects that 26 % of the species in the reference database were identified to the level of genus or family, but does not mean they will be arbitrarily assigned to another taxon. In total, all species could be identified to species (*n* = 173), Genus (*n* = 46) or Family (*n* = 15), and the 15 species that could only be identified to Family were all from the Poaceae. We note that reducing the threshold for identification did not affect rates of identification and the rate of correct identification at a 1 % and 2 % threshold were the same as a 3 % threshold. [Figure 2](#plx015-F2){ref-type="fig"} displays the rate of correct identification for the mini-barcode when applied to the SCBI community and shows how smaller to larger size samples of the *rbc*L barcode provide increasing rates of correct identification for different taxonomic levels. The smallest size range of 100 bp provided accurate identifications to family, and at 300 bp to genus. The rate of identification for Species saturates at ∼80 % using the full-length DNA barcode; thus the observed rate of 72 % identification, at a 3 % sequence divergence for the mini-barcode, captures most of the diagnostic information in the gene. Our use of a 3 % threshold for discriminating among species also means that sequencing error is unlikely to result in incorrect taxonomic assignments. We note that the amplicon size of 379 is larger than some other mini-barcode markers, notably the P6-loop employed by [@plx015-B77], and [@plx015-B43]. Just as more work to quantify PCR bias is needed, so too is work to establish whether there is loss of signal from more degraded diet items. This will be relevant if, for example, there are changes in diet preference over time, such that older, more degraded DNA reflect legitimate diet choice as animals alter their forage preferences.

OTU diversity and structure
---------------------------

The deer diets had between 61 and 91 distinct OTU (mean = 71), although the abundance was highly skewed to a few plant species ([Fig. 3](#plx015-F3){ref-type="fig"}). When we exclude species detected in \<1 % of the OTU, our species drops to 4--12 distinct OTUs per sample (mean = 8.3). The most abundant species found in their fecal samples were *Quercus* sp. (we could not distinguish among the DNA samples from the different oak species and consider them as a single OTU), *Elaeagnus umbellata, Rubus phoenicolasius, Agrostis sp, Rubus flagellaris, Symphoricarp orbiculatus, Rubus pensilvanicus, Duchesnea indica, Festuca* sp*., Poa* sp. and *Crataegus chrysocarpa*. *Quercus* sp. alone accounted for 46 % of all observations when summed across all samples, with no other species occurring at more than seven percent. The 12 most abundantly observed species accounted for 95 % of all reads **\[**[Fig. 3](#plx015-F3){ref-type="fig"} and **see Supporting Information---Table S1\]**. Although there was a high degree of asymmetry in diet, there was a very high degree of selectivity to the full spectrum of plants available in their environment **\[see Supporting Information---Fig. S1\]**. In total, three plant families, accounted for a large majority of the diet, Fagaceae (46 %), Poaceae (12 %) and Rosaceae (29 %), even though the abundance of other families (e.g., Asteraceae) is high in our census. The negative control produced a weak PCR amplicon which was sequenced with other samples, but no plant sequences were observed and nearly all sequences were assigned to bacterial reference samples.

Native versus exotic forage
---------------------------

The forest-wide inventory of plant species detected 335 vascular plant species within SCBI. The 1 × 1 m plot survey detected 103 species within the vicinity of the fecal collections **\[see Supporting Information---Table S2\]**. Of these species, 29 were detected in both the fecal samples and the 1 × 1 m plots **\[see Supporting Information---Table S2\]**. A comparison of plant relative abundance in fecal and plot samples found little convergence \[[Fig. 4](#plx015-F4){ref-type="fig"} and **see Supporting Information---Table S2\]**. Most species were either more abundant in fecal or plot samples with a significant mean difference between the paired samples ($\overline{X}$ difference in samples = 0.40 ± 0.028 SE; *P* \< 0.001; *n* = 149). For those plant species found in at least 10 % of the plot surveys or fecal samples, there were 13 species that were at least twice as abundant in the plot surveys than the fecal samples and 92 species of plants that were at least twice as abundant in the fecal samples as the plot surveys. Most of the latter were species commonly found in old fields.

Native plants were closer to equivalence in the two samples than exotic plants ($\overline{X}$difference in abundance = 0.37 and 0.54, respectively; df = 147; *t* = −2.32, *P* = 0.01), but there was no pattern with respect to exotic species. Some were \>25 % more abundant in the feces than the plot samples (i.e. *Lonicera* sp., *Elaeagnus* sp., *Rubus phoenicolasius, Rosa multiflora*) and some were absent or rare from fecal samples but more common in plots (\>0.25; i.e. *Alliaria petiolata*, *Lespedeza* sp., *Oplismenus hirtellus, Berberis, Periscaria perfoliata*). We distinguish between invasive and introduced exotic species \[**see Supporting Information---Table S2\]**. Counts of the 25 most abundant native versus exotic species from the species table showed that over 65 % of all sequences assigned to OTU were assigned to native species ([Fig. 5](#plx015-F5){ref-type="fig"}). However, when *Quercus* sp. were excluded, half of the remaining sequence data were assigned to non-native species, with 30 % of OTUs being invasive exotic species and 20 % introduced exotic species **\[see Supporting Information---Fig. S1\]**.

Bipartite network
-----------------

A quantitative network mapping of deer to the 25 most common plant species showed a high proportional occurrence of *Quercus* in the deer diet, but also demonstrated a very wide diet breadth ([Fig. 5](#plx015-F5){ref-type="fig"}), including species from 12 different plant families. The distribution of species found in their diet was highly asymmetrical, when tested with null.t.test in the bipartite R package (*t* .= 21.07, *P* \< 0.001).

Nonmetric MDS
-------------

The nonmetric multidimensional scaling graph ([Fig. 6](#plx015-F6){ref-type="fig"}) demonstrates the clustering of deer along the second MDS axis relative to the randomly distributed sample, reflecting that the diet of deer is highly non-random. All three methods used to quantify variance within and between samples, (PERMANOVA pseudo *F* = 1.73; *P* = 0.004; ANOSIM *r*^2^ = 0.27, *P* = 0.002; and DBRDA pseudo *F* = 1.66, *P* = 0.006) found that the variance between samples was higher than variance among sub-samples. We likewise detected significant associations between community composition (using the Bray-Curtis distance metric) and sample origin, meaning sub-samples from the same fecal pile were more similar to each other than they were to samples derived from other fecal piles. As such, these results reflect that there is greater variance among individual deer samples than there is within sub-replicates, and that a single sample from each fecal pile was sufficient to describe the diversity of diet for that animal. Figure 6A nonmetric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) graph of the weighted UniFrac distances among the 36 deer samples is plotted. Each of the 36 points is labelled and a reference sample corresponding to completely random diet (see text) from the LFDP community is plotted for reference. The three sub-samples from each of the 12 individual deer are the same colour.

Whole genome sequencing
-----------------------

For all of 60 combinations of WGS reads (12 samples × five chloroplast genomes) using 100 000 sequence reads per sample, we found that none of the reads mapped to the chloroplast genomes. The negative control run in parallel for the WGS library failed to produce a sequence library that could be sequenced, and was not included in the sequencing run. In contrast to the WGS reads from the fecal samples, we have observed in other analyses that WGS reads from plant tissues map to chloroplast references at a rate of 0.5--2 % (unpublished data) using a reference mapping strategy in CLC Bio Genomics Workbench as we conducted here. Thus the failure to identify reads was likely attributable to plant DNA being very rare, and the fecal DNA being dominated by host and microbial DNA.

Discussion
==========

This is a metagenomic study of forage selection by white-tailed deer on exotic and native plant species. Our observations are not conclusive, but do indicate selective feeding by deer ([@plx015-B29]; [@plx015-B44]; [@plx015-B30]; [@plx015-B4]), and are particularly relevant given that a number of widespread exotic species were relatively rare in the samples examined. Our results correspond closely to those found by [@plx015-B4], [@plx015-B5]) of some exotic plants, such as *Alliaria petiolata* and *Microstegium vimineum*, being under represented in deer fecal samples, and other exotic plants such as *Lonicera japonica* and *Rosa multiflora*, being over represented in the same fecal samples. We could discern no common trait on which exotic plant species were not consumed by deer.

WGS versus PCR
--------------

We tested both a PCR amplicon approach and a whole-genome-shotgun (WGS) approach to determine if PCR approaches exhibit bias in the OTU that can be observed. A number of studies have suggested that PCR can often lead to altered estimates of the number and abundance of OTU in communities that are very diverse ([@plx015-B49]; [@plx015-B86]). Methods that use WGS to infer microbial diversity have been able to circumvent the potential bias observed in PCR (e.g. [@plx015-B204]). In addition, WGS data from fecal samples has been used successfully to quantify the plant diet of a primate herbivore, *Pygathrix nemaeus* ([@plx015-B75]) using very deep sequencing (over an order of magnitude greater than used in our study). However, our results found that a PCR amplicon strategy revealed a wide diversity of plant species, whereas the WGS approach was unable to recover and assign sequence data to whole genome reference for species that were commonly observed in the PCR amplicon analysis. When we then mapped WGS reads from each of the 12 deer individuals to the five complete chloroplast genomes using both MIRA and CLC Bio Genomics Workbench we found no sequences could be assigned to the plant chloroplasts, and that sequences were overwhelmingly microbial. These results strongly contrast with Srivathsan *et al.* (2016), and may be attributable to our focal herbivore species being a ruminant versus a primate, in addition to differences in the number of WGS sequences used. We note that Covaris shearing of the fecal DNAs may have further degraded the plant sequences which were likely small to begin with, making them too small to be recovered in the library processing steps after shearing. Alternatively, we observed a wide number of plant species using PCR amplicon methods \[[Fig. 3](#plx015-F3){ref-type="fig"} and **see Supporting Information---Table S1**\]. The *rbc*L mini-barcode recovered sequence data throughout the flowering plant clade, from ferns to Asterids and Rosids, suggesting little bias in recovery using that marker. The gene did have limits in assigning species designation to the grass family (Poaceae), a majority of the OTUs that could not be assigned to species were from this family.

Marker selection and identification rate
----------------------------------------

We employed a *rbc*L based mini-barcode PCR marker derived from a subset of the larger *rbc*L DNA barcode locus ([@plx015-B13]). This mini-barcode captured a majority of the identification power (nearly 90 %) of the complete DNA barcode ([Fig. 2](#plx015-F2){ref-type="fig"}), but with 70 % the size of the amplicon. Smaller amplicon size is known to improve recovery of increasingly degraded plant samples ([@plx015-B82]), such as what may be found in scat used to deduce herbivore diet. The rate of identification within the SCBI plot for the mini-barcode was 72 %, which is very similar to the overall rate of identification reported for the combined two locus plant DNA barcode advocated by CBOL (76 % resolution)([@plx015-B13]). The rate of identification is also similar to the P6-loop advocated by Taberlet and colleagues ([@plx015-B82]; [@plx015-B67]). However the much larger available database of *rbc*L sequence data due to its assignment as the official DNA barcode locus, and its historical use in plant molecular systematics means that many more species have been sequenced at this locus, and may be more likely uniquely identified using *rbc*L. We also observed that amplification of the *rbc*L mini-barcode was not affected by addition of a phusion primer adaptor, facilitating NGS library preparation. Lastly, although the P6 marker has been successfully used where larger PCR amplicons fail (e.g. [@plx015-B43]), the marker is highly A-T rich and contains many short mononucleotide repeats that may affect sequencing error rates and hence correct taxonomic assignment. We believe that use of the *rbc*L mini-barcode reported here will best serve future studies that wish to diagnose plant-herbivore trophic interactions. We did not perform explicit *in-silico* testing of primer bias with our *rbc*L mini-barcode, and we note that such analysis is appropriate for subsequent analyses. Published reports that describe primer bias have focused on loss of relatively rare and disjunct species, and as such would not likely affect our conclusions. In addition, primer matching to common invasive species that were not common in our diet analysis, such as *Alliaria petiolata*, *Vitis rotundifolia* and *Rosa multiflora*, showed that the primers matched them perfectly and thus their prevalence in our diet observations was likely not due to PCR amplification bias.

There were some problematic assignments from the DNA process. These fall into two groups; the first are plants commonly associated with old fields that were found in fecal samples but not detected in our forest plot samples. This group includes several of the grasses, both native and exotic. The second instance is for eastern hemlock (*Tsuga canadensis*), which is a native species detected in two fecal samples but is not common in the areas and the closest known individuals would be around residential houses within a 2 km of the collection sites. The field sampling was conducted at the height of the acorn fall, and a previous study at the site recorded deer moving up to 3 km to consume acorns within this stand ([@plx015-B58]).

Sampling in the field
---------------------

The foraging behaviour of the animals and the relatively small volume of sample taken from each fecal pellet group prompted questions that it would be difficult to fully characterize the diet breadth of an animal from a single small subsample. To test this concern, we subdivided each fecal sample into three sub-replicates, and then sequenced each independently. This produced 36 samples from our original 12 samples. We further sought to minimize PCR bias through repeating the PCR twice for each of the 36 samples and then pooling each of the PCR replicates in equal concentration. We then examined within and between sample variance for the different samples. The direct analysis of the variance within and between samples pointed toward greater variance among individuals compared to variance within the three replicates taken from each individual's fecal sample. As new species were still being detected in the third subsample of several fecal samples we cannot closely estimate the number of subsamples needed to exhaustively characterize diet, but the higher variance between samples than within indicates we are approaching the maximum needed. The MDS projection, which characterizes the diversity of the entire set of plants found in each sample, similarly pointed to the clustering of the deer diets relative to a random sample, suggesting that while deer diets are diverse, they are not random and thus a sampling strategy using a single sub-sample per fecal is sufficient. A larger unknown is the length of time plant tissues reside within the gut; we speculate that the very large diet breadth observed reflects a significant time (\>1 days), as well as reflecting the sensitivity of the methods.

We discount the role that pollen may have played in increasing the observed number of OTU as collections were made in the fall when relatively few species are in flower. However, we acknowledge that, as with any type of environmental sequencing, that our samples may include DNA from pollen, soil or other natural sources. Our observations suggest a much higher number of plants in the diet compared to reports from microhistological studies ([@plx015-B45]). For a highly mobile generalist herbivore, the sensitivity of the metagenomic methods likely reveal legitimate patterns of widespread selective browsing.

Low frequency OTU
-----------------

We observed a very high number of OTU in our study, although their distribution was highly asymmetric. The 15 most common species accounted for 95 % of all OTU counts, and the remaining observations recorded relatively few counts, and their observation did not significantly affect our quantification of native versus exotic plant forage choice. However, the issue of low frequency OTU is important, and reflects more generally how we identified true versus false observations. A number of studies have explored this issue ([@plx015-B23], [@plx015-B28]), and in cases where there is not a high level of asymmetry, their sampling methodology may ensure more stringent OTU assignment. Those studies correctly note that caution should be taken where single read counts are used as data and closely related species are considered in the reference database. In these cases mutations introduced through PCR or sequence error cannot be distinguished from legitimate low frequency OTU observations or even background environmental contamination. For our purposes, the high number of low frequency OTU likely reflect a combination of all of these processes. When we exclude species whose OTU units are \<1 % of total units for each sample, we do greatly reduce the number of species detected. However, we note that most species we identified at SCBI exceeded the 3 % threshold for sequence differences; and that negative controls used in both the PCR and WGS assays failed to contain plant sequence data, suggesting that laboratory contamination was not a factor.

Quantifying trophic interactions
--------------------------------

The critical role of herbivory in structuring natural communities is widely accepted ([@plx015-B40]; [@plx015-B39]; [@plx015-B20]), although herbivory is implicated in both promoting the diversity of plant communities ([@plx015-B40]; [@plx015-B17]; [@plx015-B11]; [@plx015-B64]), and reducing diversity through promoting the spread of invasive species due to herbivore preference of native species ([@plx015-B44]; [@plx015-B41]). Experimental trials of animals in captivity or exclusion experiments have found evidence for both increasing and decreasing diversity in natural communities ([@plx015-B3]; [@plx015-B15]; [@plx015-B42]); which suggests that herbivory may indeed be inconsistent in its effects.

Our observation suggests that white-tailed deer are selective feeders ([Figs. 3--5](#plx015-F3 plx015-F4 plx015-F5){ref-type="fig"}). The effect of selecting native species in higher proportion than they exist in the field was not observed for all native plants, and the diet choice of the deer was clearly focused on a few species, but reflected preference for native species. The widespread success of invasive plants in the local floristic community, particularly *Alliaria petiolata*, may well be promoted in part due to the selective browsing of native species by white-tailed deer.

Along with competitive advantages for light and water, and altered disturbance regimes, selective browsing of herbivores is a primary agent for successful invasions of exotic species ([@plx015-B70]). We report evidence for selective browsing by deer with 105 common species being detected in feces at least 25 % more or less than found in plot surveys. The list of these selected species includes several ecologically important woody species, such as *Quercus, Ulmus, Acer, Juglans* and *Viburnum* ([@plx015-B57]). Given that deer are highly generalist feeders, they are likely less affected by changes in community composition, but our increasing ability to measure and quantify diet from non-destructive methods such as through fecal DNA, will allow us to better quantify how changes in plant community structure may affect network dynamics in natural communities.

Conclusions and Future Challenges
=================================

In conclusion, we observed a wide diversity of plant species in the diet of 12 individuals of white-tailed deer collected at the SCBI long term research site \[[Fig. 3](#plx015-F3){ref-type="fig"} and **see Supporting Information---Table S1**\]. Fecal pellets had total genomic DNA extracted using the Zymo fecal DNA kit, with the resulting DNA PCR amplified using a *rbc*L-mini-barcode marker set, first described in this paper. The *rbc*L mini-barcode marker exhibited a high rate of species level identification, and could resolve all sequences from plants found at the site to at least genus, if not species ([Fig. 2](#plx015-F2){ref-type="fig"}). The availability of an exhaustive reference library of *rbc*L sequences compiled for the SCBI site allowed us to use reference based assignment of recovered *rbc*L sequences, and demonstrated a wide range of species in the diet, suggesting the universality of the markers. The ability to readily recover plant DNA data from fecal pellets of a ruminant suggests we will be able to directly quantify plant diets and address hypotheses regarding the influence of ungulate herbivores on the structure of natural plant communities.

The use of metagenomics to assess diet of ungulates has great promise as it allows for species-specific identification of forage plants in natural communities. The techniques use by the research community will depend on several factors. Our ability to identify 72 % of OTUs to species may be sufficient to determine native or exotic species consumed by deer, but may not satisfy requirements for studies of grazing species where the bulk of the diet is rapidly evolving grass species; in that case, use of a second locus barcode may be necessary. The reagent costs are not high (∼\$20/sample), but the expertise and access to sequencing equipment will play a larger role in determining the final cost. Its adoption also relies on an established reference library, which we had for this study site, and the rapid collection of fecal samples prior to degradation which was facilitated by the field fecal DNA kits used. In addition, there still remain some major technical questions before broadening the use of this technique. We have assumed that the amount of OTUs found in the feces reflects the proportion of the plant in the diet. Studies using coarse samples and visual inspection of prepared slides have not found this assumption to be valid. However, the sensitivity of the metagenomics method infers that we are not heavily reliant on examining only large undigested plant segments. This technique should be far more reliable at detecting plant consumption but those tests remain to be conducted. We are not sure of the amount of sampling needed to characterize the single fecal pile of an individual or the daily diet. We collected three samples for each fecal pile and these samples showed remarkable consistency but, as could be expected, were not in agreement for rare OTUs. A larger question was the forage period a single fecal pile represents; we found a high diversity of plant species in single fecal piles but are not sure if these samples represent an hour, day, week or month of foraging. With a complex digestive track and regurgitation of plant materials to increase digestion we do not know what time period we are sampling for this ungulate. A controlled experiment with captive deer placed on specific diets would answer these questions.
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The following additional information is available in the online version of this article---

**Figure S1**. The percent of total OTUs for the 25 most common plant species for each of 36 fecal samples (3 samples from 12 fecal piles). Sample ID indicates the fecal pile and the subsample (e.g. Sample 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 are 3 sub-samples of the same fecal pile). These 25 species represent \>95 % of the plant species detected in the samples. Exotic species are identified with an asterisk.

**Table S1**. List of species identified based on comparison of DNA samples extracted from fecal pellets from 12 deer when compared to reference DNA barcode created for site. For each of the 12 deer, 3 sub-samples were prepared from each fecal pile and the sum of OTUs for each species listed in table. For those deer where the species was not found in each sub-sample we have indicated if two (\*\*) or one (\*) sub-samples contained the plant species. Some OTUs could not be classified to species level and only the genus level is indicated. Species are listed in their taxonomic order. The bottom of each column sums the total number of species detected and the number of species if values less than 1 % of the total OTUs are excluded.

**Table S2**. List of species detected and their relative abundance in either 160 1 × 1 m plots within the forest around the Large Tree Plot or within the 12 fecal samples obtained in the same general location. When species level identification was not possible for either the fecal sample or the individual plant we have listed the genus. Plants are listed based on their relative abundance in the plot survey. We have categorized plants as native, introduced or invasive. The data in this table are used to create [Fig. 4](#plx015-F4){ref-type="fig"} in Paper.
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